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Introduction

This paper studies organizational learning in a stable task environment, a
term that will be de…ned below. The medium is a formal mathematical
representation of a learning model introduced by March and Simon (1958),
in which innovative problem solving yields to routinized problem solving
over time. In our model, …rms decide how to respond to pro…t opportunities
faced, whether investing to acquire new speci…c knowledge or resorting to
accumulated expertise. The decision of when and what to learn is done
with perfect foresight, taking into account the dynamic consequences of these
investments. Thus, our model provides a link between organizational learning
and capital theory. The model is consistent with some empirical observations
in a variety of literatures, as described below. Our model also o¤ers some
interesting additional insights.
First, the investment decisions made by a …rm at any point in time are
a¤ected by the speci…c pro…t opportunities faced by the …rm in the period
and by the type of investments made in the past. Accordingly, speci…c opportunities and investments faced and adopted by a …rm in the past have lasting
e¤ects on its characteristics and performance. As time evolves …rms become
di¤erentiated according to the idiosyncratic opportunities confronted. This
di¤erentiation is persistent in that it may not close over time. In this way,
the model provides a contingency theory of organizational di¤erentiation.
Second, in our model the average cost of …rms falls over time at a decreasing rate, as suggested by the empirical evidence on learning curves.1 The
rate of learning is determined by the speci…c challenges faced by …rms and it
is thus linked to the process of …rm di¤erentiation. One implication of this
model is that industry learning curves are considerably smoother than plant
learning curves, a feature which is also consistent with empirical evidence.2
The extent of learning is also a¤ected by the degree to which the speci…c
contingencies faced by a …rm can be anticipated and the speed of implementation of new solutions. These factors a¤ect the timing of investment
1

This results from the stable task environment assumed, where the returns to learning
decrease over time. This feature is shared by models of Bayesian learning in stable task environments (e.g. Jovanovic and Nyarko 1994, 1995), where the returns to experimentation
also decrease with the precision of knowledge.
2
See review articles by Conley (1970), Yelle (1979), Muth (1986) and Epple et al (1991).
Auerswald, Kau¤man, Lobo and Shell (1996) provide a general model with these properties
and give a thorough account of the empirical literature.
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decisions and also the heterogeneity of …rm values. Thus, the model suggests
a new set of characteristics of the learning environment that may contribute
to explaining the large dispersion in learning rates across di¤erent industries,
as evidenced by the data.
Third, our model has the feature that older …rms, when confronted with
new opportunities, tend to invest less in new specialized capital and resort
more to their accumulated investments in order to pro…t from these opportunities. This is consistent with the March and Simon model, which
predicts that formalized processes will, over time, replace innovation as the
dominant …rm activity. Older …rms will invest less frequently in new assets
(which can be knowledge assets, i.e. learning, or capital assets) than younger
…rms, on average, because they are already better adapted to their environment. This is the result of their longer history of accumulated investments
in environment-speci…c assets.
Our model provides a mechanism for the observed heterogeneity of …rm
values, and the persistence of those values over time. Recent empirical studies indicate that most US industries are characterized by a large degree of
…rm heterogeneity which is mostly the result of …rm level uncertainty (Davis
et al 1996, Dunne et. al 1990, Evans 1987, Leonard 1987). According to
these studies, establishment employment growth follows a mean reverting
process with persistence increasing with the age of …rms. If we hypothesize
a correlation between …rm value and employment level, our model provides
a mechanism for explaining these observations. It is interesting to note that,
in contrast to other models in the literature, this persistence is obtained even
when the opportunities faced by …rms are assumed to be independent across
time.3
Our model also generates a mean reverting pro…tablity distribution in
an industrial cohort. That is, the distribution of pro…tability in a cohort of
…rms begins trivially as each …rm has an identical cost structure. But, due
to specialized investments and the particular sample path of opportunities
each …rm faces, the variance of …rm pro…ts increases over time, to a point.
3

The dominant economic model used to explain these facts has been Jovanovic’s (1982)
selection model. Firms’optimal employment level is a¤ected by a …rm-speci…c underlying
productivity parameter, which is not known at entry. As the …rm learns about this parameter over time, its estimate becomes more precise and its targeted employment level more
persistent. The …rm’s evolving perceptions of its underlying parameter are autocorrelated
via Bayesian updating. In contrast, persistence in our model comes from the interaction
of specialized and irreversible investment.
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Eventually, as …rms reach a point of asset saturation, the pro…tability distribution across …rms in an industry narrows once again. This variability
does not disappear, however, as the history-dependent nature of each …rm’s
investments exerts a persistent in‡uence on its pro…tability and …rm value.
We also investigate the consequences of time lags in implementing solutions to encountered problems. If there is no autocorrelation in the time
series of problems faced by a …rm, and if there is a time lag for a …rm to
respond to problem types, then …rms do not (indeed, cannot) react to the
current problem and must instead anticipate future problems. Since all …rms
face the same distribution of future problem types, …rms will be more similar in their chosen investments and …rm values will exhibit no heterogeneity.
Hence, there is an interdependence between …rm heterogeneity and the response time of …rms in an industry.
Organizations researchers, starting with the surveys of Scottish and English …rms by Woodward (1965) and Burns and Stalker (1961), associate
“mechanistic” …rms with stable task environments. A mechanistic …rm is
one that operates via formal rules and established procedures, and a stable
task environment is one in which the distribution of problem types faced
by the …rm is stable over time. The learning model proposed by March
and Simon (1958) suggests a dynamic by which …rms evolve to mechanistic
behaviors. Their model can be summarized as follows.
Consider a …rm that is completely new to its business. This …rm, like all
…rms in the industry, will face a series of problems that it must solve. Faced
with a new problem, the …rm will solve the problem by working through
the following sequence of activities: evoking possible solutions, evaluating
these alternatives, and implementing one of them based on the evaluations.
Once a problem is solved in this fashion, and a solution implemented, the
problem and its adopted solution become part of the memory of the …rm.
As time goes on, the …rm will face more and more problems, and expand its
list of problem/solution pairs in its repertory (that is, the …rm becomes more
experienced in its task).
It is less costly to implement an old solution than search for a new one.
Hence, faced with a new problem, the …rm will …rst peruse its repertory of
problem/solution pairs to see if any are applicable to the new challenge. If
a solution has already been found, then the …rm can simply implement that
solution program. March and Simon call this “reproductive”problem solving,
because it relies on the reproduction of past programs of action rather than
the innovation of new ones. If the task environment is stable, then over
3

time the repertory of solutions maintained by the …rm will expand to cover
most of the problems the …rm is likely to face, and reproductive problem
solving is invoked more frequently than innovative problem solving. Over
time, decision rules will evolve with the following character: “If a task of type
A is encountered, then implement program C.”Firm members simply follow
these rules. This is an e¢ cient way to operate in a stable task environment,
because prior time-consuming searches for solution alternatives are leveraged
to identify good responses to the problems of the day. Our model of …rm
di¤erentiation derives from the above evolutionary dynamic, and elaborates
on it in the context of a formal mathematical model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model mathematically. Section 3 presents some attributes of the optimal solution. Section
4 presents some computational results and section 5 contains some concluding
remarks.
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The model

At discrete points in time a …rm is confronted with a pro…t opportunity,
which we represent by a point s on the unit circle S. The …rm can respond by
investing in some speci…c assets, which can be people, equipment, procedures,
or knowhow. The space of possible investments is also assumed to be the unit
circle. There may be a time lag l 0 for a new investment to be implemented
and operational. Investments do not depreciate with time, so that the capital
stock of a …rm at any time t will be the union of all investments initiated up
through time t l. This union can be represented by a set k = fk 1 ; k 2 ; :::g
where k j 2 S for all j.
We assume that the pro…t opportunities follow a …rst order Markov
process. At the beginning of time period t a …rm will be cognizant of its
current capital stock set kt 1 and will be presented with a new pro…t opportunity st 2 S. The …rm then has the following decisions to make: whether
to invest in new assets or not, and what type, and if and how to apply its
available assets to opportunity st . Let it
S denote the new investments
initiated in period t. It costs a …xed amount to install any single new asset
or capability, so that the cost of investment it will be n(it ) where n(it ) is
the cardinality of it . If l > 0 then the new investments it will not be available
to attend to st . If l = 0 then new investments are immediately operational
and can be used to address st .
4

Let kt = kt 1 [ it l be the set of available assets after the investment
decision is taken. Suppose the …rm decides to take the given pro…t opportuninty st ; and chooses a speci…c asset k j 2 kt to apply to it. Then the
…rm receives pro…ts that depend on the distance between st and k j given by
(jst k j j) where is a bounded, continuous decreasing function. Naturally,
given this framework, if the …rm takes the pro…t opportunity, it will always
choose to apply the asset in kt closest to st . For any capital stock kt and
pro…t opportunity st this de…nes a pro…t function (st ; kt ). The …rm receives
this pro…t, carries capital stock kt into the next time period, receives another
pro…t opportunity, and the process begins anew.
The decision problem of the …rm has the following interpretation. The
set kt represents the accumulated capabilities (in the form of capital assets,
procedues, experience and expertise, etc.) embodied in the …rm. We will
use the terms “capabilities” and “assets” interchangeably below. st is the
speci…c pro…t opportunity encountered by the …rm in time t. The …rm can
respond to opportunities by investing in new assets and/or specifying an
available asset to apply to the current opportunity. We assume that a …rm
will behave optimally (de…ned more completely below). Hence, as noted
above, if pro…table, the …rm will always activate the capability closest to the
current opportunity. Since the investment behavior of the …rm is a¤ected by
the opportunities or contingencies it confronts, the history of the …rm will
have a permanent e¤ect on its …nal asset base. As time evolves, …rms become
di¤erentiated according to the idiosyncratic opportunities they confront. In
this way, the model provides a theory of …rm di¤erentiation. The manner
in which …rms evolve and become di¤erentiated from each other will depend
on the speci…c opportunity stream they encounter, as well as the industry
parameters such as the implementation lag (l) and autocorrelation structure
of fst g.

3

Optimal investment in assets and procedures

We now turn to the optimal investment problem of the …rm. We assume
1
for some opportunity rate
that …rms discount cash ‡ows at the rate = 1+r
r, and behave so as to maximize their expected discounted pro…ts over an
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in…nite time horizon:
supE

1
X

t 1

[ (st ; kt )

n(it )]

(1)

t=1

where kt = kt 1 [ it l : All …rms are assumed to begin with no capital stock,
k0 = ;, and we de…ne (s; ;) = 0 for any s 2 S.
Since current investments will not become available for l periods, at any
decision epoch the pro…ts for the next l 1 time periods depend on historical
actions and an exogenous stochastic process only, and are independent of
current policy decisions. A reformulation of this problem, standard in the
inventory literature with delivery lag times (cf Heyman and Sobel 1984)
shows that an equivalent objective to (1) is the following:
supE

1
X

t 1

l

(st+l ; kt+l

t=1

1

[ it )

n(it ) :

(2)

For notational convenience we will rede…ne k to be the capital stock “position,”that is, procedures already on hand or in the process of being implemented. In our case, what was referred to as kt+l above will henceforth be
referred to as kt . This is analogous to the notion of an “inventory position”
in the inventory literature, which refers to inventory on hand and on order.
Note that the capital stock position is the stock that will be fully implemented and usable l periods hence with no additional investment activity. It
is well known that in problems of this type, the stock position is su¢ cient
to prescribe optimal investments, and is the natural way to de…ne the state
space for the problem (cf Heyman and Sobel). With this change of notation,
the problem is to …nd an investment policy to maximize
E

1
X

t 1

l

(st+l ; kt

t=1

1

[ it )

n(it )

where k0 = ; and kt = kt 1 [ it .
Letting
R(s; k) = l E ( (st+l ; k)jst = s) ;
the dynamic program for this investment problem is given by
V (s; k) = supi

S

[R(s; k [ i)

n(i) + E (V (st+1 ; k [ i)jst = s)]
6

(3)

To proceed with the analysis, we …rst introduce a symmetry condition on
the Markov process st . For any arbitrary x 2 S and a 2 [0; 2 ) let x + a
denote the element in S that is arc length a from x in the clockwise direction
(since S is a circle of radius 1, x + 2 = x). For y = x + a let F (y; x) be the
probability that st+1 2 [x; x + a) given st = x. We assume the following:
Assumption 1: For all x; y in S and a 2 [0; 2 ), F (x+a; x) = F (y+a; y):
Assumption 2: F is a continuous function and the process de…ned by
F is recurrent.
Assumption 1 implies that, in a scale relative to the current point s, the
transition probabilities are independent of s. It follows from Assumption 1
that the …rm’s value will be una¤ected by a simple rotation on S of the current (s; k) con…guration. Assumption 2 implies that the process has a unique
stationary distribution, which by Assumption 1 is the uniform distribution.
In the appendix we establish that, subject to these assumptions, the optimal value of (2) will satisfy the above Bellman equation and the dynamic
program based on this equation will generate that optimal value.
V (s; k) is the maximum possible expected discounted pro…t available to
a …rm from a starting position (s; k). This formulation naturally yields the
result that shorter implementation lags are always better, since any investment policy available to a …rm with lag l can be reproduced by a …rm with
lag l0
l simply be delaying the investments l l0 time periods, thereby
achieving the same capital stock trajectory but at discounted cost. So we
have the following intuitive result:
Remark 1: The value of a …rm is nonincreasing in the implementation
lag l.
Intuitively, this models the increased value of being able to respond ‡exibly to market opportunities. Also, although procedures incur …xed costs to
implement, once in place a …rm cannot be worse o¤ for having them there.
Remark 2: If k 0 k then for any s 2 S; V (s; k) V (s; k 0 ).
In particular, it follows from Remark 2 that a …rm’s value will be nondecreasing over time, since capital is added but never removed. It also follows
that older …rms in an industry, with more environment speci…c assets already
in place, have a pro…tability advantage over younger …rms.
A …rm with capital stock k can be identi…ed with a partition L of S by
L(k) = f[k 1 ; k 2 ); [k 2 ; k 3 ); :::g. The optimal sequential investment problem
is equivalent to that of determining an optimal sequential partition of S.
7

Each set in the partition is an interval determined by two endpoints which
correspond to neighboring capital types that the …rm has invested in. We will
use ` to denote an interval in some partition L of S. The optimal investment
problem is one of optimally re…ning this partition.
This dynamic programming problem appears to be a complex one, being
that the state space is isomorphic to the set of all possible partitions of the
unit circle. However, as we now show, this problem can be decomposed into
simple subproblems.
Because the probability that a pro…t opportunity falls within any speci…c
interval is independent of the …rm’s investment policy, and a …rm will always use the asset closest to the current opportunity, the value of a claim to
operate an interval, [k1 ; k2 ) say, will be independent of investments outside
that interval (that is, further away than the endpoints k 1 or k 2 ). One may
conjecture, then, that intervals in any partition of S can be valued independently, and that the total value of the …rm can be attained by summing up
such claims. This decomposition is established in Proposition 1 below.
Consider an interval `: De…ne ` (s; k) to be (s; k) if s 2 ` and zero
otherwise. That is, ` is a restriction of the function to the interval `. Let
k` denote the set of (two) endpoints `. Finally, let

v(s; `) = supi

`

8
<
:

l

Est+l jst =s ` (st+l ; k` [ i)

n(i) +

X

`0 2L(k` [i)

9
=
0
Est+1 jst =s v(st+1 ; ` ) :
;

This gives the value of a claim to operate the subset of pro…t opportunities
in the interval `.
P
Proposition 1 V (s; k) = `2L(k) v(s; `):

Proof. See appendix.
Assumption 1 will imply that starting with k0 = ; …rms are indi¤erent to
the location on S of the …rst opportunity s1 . In particular, if a …rm chooses
not to invest during the …rst time period, it will never do so, no other …rm
will do so, and all …rms will have value zero (essentially, nobody chooses to
participate in the industry). So for the remainder of this paper, assume that
…rms …nd it pro…table to invest in period 1. Since the …rst problem s1 will
di¤er among …rms only in a rotation on S, all …rms will make investments
i1 that di¤er only by such a rotation. However, starting with the pro…t
8

opportunity in period 2 …rm values will di¤er based on the idiosyncratic
position of the opportunities they face relative to their installed asset base.
Essentially, the …rst investments on S remove one’s indi¤erence to rotations
of s on S, since such rotations can move the opportunity s closer to or farther
from an installed procedure in k. So, …rms may di¤erentiate themselves after
period 1.
After the …rst period, not all opportunities will lead to investments. For
example, if an opportunity arises very close to an existing asset, that asset can be used instead of incurring the cost of installing a new procedure. Investments will continue to occur at times, provided the length of
the largest interval in the partition exceeds a critical number > 0: For example, starting with any partition L, an upper bound on the value gain
(j`jmax ) where j`jmax defor investment anywhere would be 1 1 ( (0)
notes the interval of maximal length in the partition L. Consequently, if
1
( (0)
(j`jmax ) < , no further investment will take place. In this case
1
1
( (0)
(1
)). If all intervals have length below the critical
value, no further investment occurs and the …nal con…guration of the …rm is
attained. If an interval in the partition has a length exceeding the critical
value, then there will exist a region of positive (probabilty) measure within
the interval such that an opportunity falling within this region will result in
an asset being acquired, and the interval subdivided. It is apparent that all
intervals will eventually, and with probability one, be subdivided into subintervals of length less than or equal to . That is, the …rm or organization
will, inevitably, cease innovative learning and rely solely on installed assets.
We now further characterize an optimal investment policy in some speci…c
cases of this general framework.
A. No implementation lags for new investments
With no lags in implementing new procedures (l = 0), we will never invest
in advance of usage. This is because with discounted costs any investment
not used immediately can be installed in the next time period at a discounted
cost, and with no disbene…t for the delay. So, it is always better to delay
any investment that will not be used immediately.
Remark 3. No investment will be made unless the newly installed procedure (asset) is used to address the current opportunity.
Since only the closest asset to an opportunity is used, the next result
follows immediately.
Remark 4. At most one asset will be acquired each time period.
9

Now we can track the evolution of the …rm as the sequential partitioning
of intervals. Starting with no assets, suppose the …rst period results in an
investment at k 1 . Suppose that an opportunity is eventually received that
results in a new investment, and assume that the optimal policy prescribes
an investment at the point k 2 . After this investment takes place, the state
of the …rm is isomorphic to the partition L(k) = f[k 1 ; k 2 ); [k 2 ; k 1 )g of S.
The problem can now be decomposed into the separate operation of these
two segments. Suppose a new problem eventually arises at s 2 [k 1 ; k 2 ) that
leads to a new investment at point k 3 . Then by Remark 3, we must have
js k 3 j < min(js k 1 j; js k 2 j) . In particular, this implies that k 3 2 [k 1 ; k 2 ),
resulting in a subdivision of this interval. The new partition for the …rm
is then L(k) = f[k 1 ; k 2 ); [k 2 ; k 3 ); [k 3 ; k 1 )g. We can summarize this in the
following remark.
Remark 5. If an opportunity leads to investment, it will subdivide the
interval in the partition currently containing the opportunity.
When all investments have ceased, a …rm will resort to its repertory of
installed procedures to solve all new problems. Formalized processes have
replaced innovation as the dominant …rm activity and the …rm has evolved
from an innovating organization into a mechanistic bureaucracy. This is
e¢ cient, indeed optimal, in the sort of stable task environment that we have
assumed here. The correlation between mechanistic behaviors and …rm age
is driven by the fact that older …rms have a larger set of sunk investments
that they can draw from, and consequently derive lower returns from new
investments. As we have noted, the value of a …rm is monotonically increasing
over time, so that older …rms will be on average the most pro…table ones.
The model implies a stochastic process for the value of a …rm which
converges to an invariant distribution. Letting k1 denote the limiting capital
con…guration of the …rm, we can de…ne the long run value of this …rm by
l

V (k1 ) =

E (s; k1 )
1

where the expectation is taken with respect to a uniform distribution since
by assumption this is the limiting distribution for s.
B. Positive implementation lags (l > 0) :
The presence of implementation lags can change the nature of the investment policy considerably. Consider again the situation where st is an
i.i.d. process, that is, F is uniform with support S. Since investment in
10

period t cannot be used for the problem st , investment decisions will not be
a¤ected by any particular realization. In fact, investment can only be justi…ed as setting the …rm up gracefully for the anticipated uniform distribution
of opportunities, the current problem being irrelevant to this decision. This
situation is una¤ected by the passage of time, with the following result.
Proposition 2 If l > 0 and st is i.i.d., then each …rm will make all of its
investments in the …rst period, and the optimal policy is to partition S symmetrically into n pieces, where n depends on the parameters of the problem.
Consequently, the value of a …rm will be constant (after this initial investment) and all …rms will have identical values.
Proof. See appendix.
When st is not i.i.d., but implementation lags are greater than zero, one
may conjecture the following mixed policy will result. Investments will take
place in chunks to cover a neighborhood of the highest probability regions
for st+l given st . The number and distribution of these investments will be
a¤ected by the parameters of the problem. As an example, consider the
following scenario. Suppose the pro…t opportunities fall in either of two sets,
S1 and S2 ; so that S = S1 [ S2 . The transition probability between the two
sets is 0 < " < 1 and the conditional distribution for the states in each set
is uniform. If the initial state s1 2 S1 ; and " is close to zero, the …rst period
investment i1 will consist of a set of points in S1 ; as discussed above. There
will be no more investments, until an opportunity arrives in S2 : At that time,
a new set of investments will be made, this time in S2 : From there on, there
will be no more investemtents. In the more general case, the interaction
between the statistics of the opportunity process and implementation lags
in determining …rm value is likely to be complex, and we have no results
on this. The exception is the case described above and also the extreme
case where the …rst opportunity s1 recurs inde…nitely. In the latter case, the
only investment a …rm will make will be at that point, and …rms may have
l
(0).
di¤erent assets but all will have identical values of 1
Tractable computations using this model are made possible by the decomposition results above. The following section presents some numerical results
that illustrate the dynamic process of …rm learning and di¤erentiation.
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4

Computational results
2

We consider a version of the above model with (jst k j j) = A
jst k j j ;
j
where and A are constants independent of st and k : There are no implementation lags. The interpretation of this function is as follows. The …rm
has activities which give a constant payo¤ A but faces problems (st ) which
must be solved using some of its accumulated procedures (k j ) or investing
and using a new one. In one way or another, all problems must be solved. We
assume that st is a sequence of i:i:d: random variables which are uniformly
distributed in S: The value maximization problem is obviously equivalent to
the minimization of the expected discounted cost of solving these problems,
so the program we consider is given by
Z
j 2
C(s; k) = minfmin
(s k ) +
C(s0 ; k) ds;
kj 2k
Z
2
+ min (s i) +
C(s0 ; k [ i) g
i2S

where integration is with respect to Rthe uniform distribution on S. The
unconditional expected cost C(k) = C(s; k) ds and the average expected
cost per period is (1
)C(k): Note that
Z
C(k) = minfmin
(s k j )2 + C(k);
j
k 2k

+ min (s
i2S

i)2 + C(k [ i)g ds

By an argument similar to Proposition 1 it can also be established that
X
c(`)
C(k) =
`2L(k)

where c(`) is the expected cost of operating the interval `:
To solve this problem, we discretized the state space by subdividing the
unit circle into 400 elementary points. We assumed that the distribution for
1
of occurring.
problems was uniform on these points, with probabilities 400
The value function and the optimal policy rule were calculated using the
following iterative scheme.
An interval consisting of n points is interpreted as one where zero cost
solutions exist for the endpoints only. Consequently, the …rm starts with a
12

single interval consisting of 400 points. On the other extreme, a subinterval
consisting of only two points is one where all possible problems that may
arrive have zero cost solutions, having thus a zero cost of operation. The
value of operating an interval with n points is given by
1 X
minf min
400 i=1
n

n

c =

"

n i
400

+ min

1<m<n

+ 1

n
400

2

;

i 1
400

m i
400

2

#

+ cn ;

2

+

cm + cn

m

g

cn ;

where c2 = 0:
Several features of the above formula deserve clari…cation. The value is
1
because this is the probability that a problem arises in
multiplied by 400
each point of the interval. When confronted with a problem i = 1; :::; n
the …rm must …rst decide whether it will subdivide the interval. The case
of no subdivision is given …rst, with a discounted continuation cost of cn :
The case of investment is given by the last term in brackets. m represents
the point chosen for the new investment, which without loss of generality
is the one used to solve the current problem. After this subdivision takes
place the discounted continuation cost is the sum of the cost of operating
the subintervals of size m and n m: Finally, if no problem occurs in this
interval of size n the continuation value is cn : The probability of this event
n
:
is 1 400
Starting from c2 = 0; the cn are successively calculated. The optimal
policies for each case are also obtained as indicated above. Table 1 provides
some results on the characteristics of the process under the optimal policy.
The results given were obtained from 200 independent sample paths for fst g
of 100 periods each. As a …rst approximation, abstracting from competitive
interactions, it is convenient to think of this as representing the evolution of
a cohort of 200 …rms that enter the industry at a given date. The statistics
computed refer to the expected cost per period, i.e. (1
)C(k); described
above.
According to column 2, the average expected cost decreases at a rate
which is itself decreasing. This is consistent with standard observations on
learning curves. Statistics of the variability of these average costs are given
13

in columns 3 to 6. The industry starts with no variability (e.g. all …rms
are identical). After a few periods, some signi…cant variability (and thus
di¤erentiation) develops. Both the standard deviation and the coe¢ cient
of variation of expected costs per period are monotonically increasing up
to a point and then decrease. This is consistent with observations on the
evolution of the performance of …rms in new industries as measured by size,
where concentration increases at early stages and then decreases. There is
a substantial degree of asymptotic variability as measured by the coe¢ cient
of variation (16.8%) and also re‡ected in the fact that the least e¢ cient …rm
has more than twice the average cost of the most e¢ cient one.
Column 7 gives the autocorrelation between expected costs in periods t
and t 1; which provides a measure of persistence of inter…rm di¤erences.
Persistence increases with age, as has been observed for the case of di¤erences
in employment in the data. Consequently, the mobility of …rms’ level of
expected costs decreases monotonically through time. This results from the
interaction between irreversible and specialized investments.

5

Final Remarks

This paper developed a model of …rm di¤erentiation which captures the idea
that contingencies faced by …rms can have persistent e¤ects on their performance. The key element in our analysis is the combination of specialized
and irreversible investments. The model is broadly consistent with a variety
of observations on …rm evolution.
Firms in our model are portfolios of known procedures, each acquired
at a cost to the …rm and intended for use to solve problems posed by the
task environment. In this way our model formalizes the notion of …rms as
repositories of knowledge (cf Teece 1982). In our model older …rms have
accumulated more speci…c capital and thus face lower average returns to
new investments. Consequently, these …rms turn more often to established
expertise in order to confront new opportunities, rather than investing in
new speci…c knowledge.
We now consider several possible extensions. Our paper follows a decision
theoretic approach, modeling the optimal investment behavior of a …rm in
isolation. The particular decision problem confronted by the …rm could be
incorporated into an equilibrium model. Then, the pro…ts of an individual
…rm would also depend on the particular con…guration of investments made
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by its counterparts. It would then be possible to embed such an environment
in an entry/exit model.
In our model we consider the case where shocks faced by …rms are independently distributed over time. As we establish, in the presence of implementation lags …rms do not respond to shocks and make identical upfront
investments. An interesting extension is to consider the case of correlated
shocks with implementation lags. We have conjectured that in this case
investment may occur in “chunks": in the presence of a new distinct set of
opportunities, …rms may decide to invest in anticipation of related challenges
that may subsequently emerge. It is worth emphasizing that recent empirical studies of plant investment also suggest that individual …rms’investments
tend to be concentrated over short time periods (Cooper et al 1995, Doms
and Dunne 1994)
This paper assumes a stable environment, and this is why older …rms
may, on average, have an advantage over their younger counterparts. An interesting extension is to consider the situation that arises when environments
change. For instance, we may relate an environment to a certain distribution
for the pro…t opportunities faced by …rms. A change in environment implies
a change in this probability distribution, thus depreciating investments made
by older …rms.
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A

Justifying the Bellman equation

The dynamic programming problem is de…ned by

V (s; k) = sup fR(s; k [ i)

n(i) +

i2Sf

Z

V (s0 ; k [ i)F (ds0 js)g

where Sf is the set of …nite subsets of S and k 2 Sf : Note that Sf = [n S n
where S n is the set of subsets of S with cardinality less or equal to n: Let
n(;) = 0:
The return function for this DP problem H : S Sf Sf ! < is de…ned
by
H(s; k; i) = R(s; k [ i)
n(i):
Using Assumption 2 it is straightforward to show that R(s; k) is continuous in s; k: Endowing Sf with the Hausdor¤ metric, it can be shown that
n(i) is lower semi-continuous on Sf so that H is continuous in s and k and
upper semi-continuous in i.
It can also be shown that each S n is compact with the Hausdor¤ metric,
so that Sf is the union of compact sets. It then follows then from Proposition
9.8 and Corollary 9.17.3 of Bertsekas and Shreve (1978) that the dynamic
programming algorithm will generate a sequence of value functions that will
converge to the optimal value function, which will be upper semi-continuous;
the optimal value function will be a …xed point of the Bellman equation; and
we can restrict attention to nonrandomized, stationary Markov policies.

B

Proof of Proposition 1: additivity of DP
program.

We establish the additivity of the value function by induction. Let Vt denote
the tth iterate value function in the dynamic programming recursion, which
we know converges to the optimal value function. We show that the additive
property is preserved by the recursion, and hence in the limit the optimal
value function has the additive form. Let L(k) denote the set of intervals
forming the partition of S induced by assets k, so that S = [`2L(k) `.
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Assume inductively that the value function Vt+1 : S
form
X
Vt+1 (s; k) =
t+1 (s; `)

Sf ! < has the

`2L(k)

where

t (s; `)

= sup R(s; k` [ i)

n(i) +

i `

X

`0 2L(k` [i)

Est+1 js

0
t+1 (st+1 ; ` )

and i denotes the investments in interval `. Consider now the functional
equation de…ning V; that is
Vt (s; k) = sup R(s; k [ i)

n(i) + Est+1 js Vt+1 (st+1 ; k [ i)

i S

By the
P de…nition of R and ` , the induction hypothesis and noting that
k = `2L(k) k` ; it follows that
X
X
l
Vt (s; k) = sup
E ` (st+l ; k` [ i)
n(i)
i S

`2L(k)

+ E

`2L(k)

X

0
t+1 (st+1 ; ` )]

`0 2L(k[i)

= supfi` ;`2L(k)g
+

X

`2L(k)

X

l

E ` (st+l ; k` [ i` )

E

`0 2L(k` [i`)

n(i` )

3

0 5
t+1 (st+1 ; ` )

where all expectations are conditional on st = s: Because each investment
set i` can be chosen independently for each ` 2 L(k), this equals
X
supi` 2` ` E ` (st+l ; k` [ i` )
n(i` )
`2L(k)

9
=
0
+
E t+1 (st+1 ; ` )
;
`0 2L(k` [i`)
X
=
t (s; k` )
X

`2L(k)

completing the induction.
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C

Proof of Proposition 2: Lags with no persistence

We now establish that if the lag l > 0 and the problem instances are i:i:d
(and hence uniformly distributed on S by our assumptions) then all …rms
will invest in identical assets in period 1 and will refrain from any further
investments. In this case, …rm values will all be identical. Note that if
there is no autocorrelation among problem instances then the distribution of
the problem to be faced l periods from now is independent of the problem
currently faced.
Hence, R(s; k) = l ER ( (st+l ; k)jst = s) is independent of s.
R
Likewise,
V (s0 ; i0 [ i)F (ds0 js) =
V (s0 ; i0 [ i)F (ds0 ) is independent of s.
Consider now the very …rst time period for any …rm. The …rm will invest in
the battery i of assets that maximizes
Z
R(s; i )
n(i ) +
V (s0 ; i )F (ds0 js)
= R(i )

Z

n(i ) +

V (s0 ; i )F (ds0 )

because all costs are independent of s. Now, suppose at some future period
the …rm …nds it bene…cial to invest in additional assets i. Then at that time
the …rm must believe that
Z
R(i [ i )
n(i) +
V (s0 ; i [ i)F (ds0 )
> R(i ) +
but this implies that
R(i [ i )

n(i)

> R(i )

Z

V (s0 ; i)F (ds0 )

n(i ) +
n(i ) +

Z

Z

V (s0 ; i [ i)F (ds0 )

V (s0 ; i)F (ds0 )

which contradicts the optimality of i in period 1. That is, the …rm will
invest in assets in period 1 and will not invest at any future time. Since all
…rms face the same situation in period 1, all …rms will invest identically (up
to a translation) and all …rms will have the same value.
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Table 1. Evolution of Firms’Expected Cost
Period Mean Std. Dev. coef. var.
1 215.6
0.0
0.0
2 199.3
7.0
3.5
3 185.0
10.0
5.4
4 171.6
12.2
7.1
5 160.1
14.1
8.8
10 120.0
18.3
15.3
20 82.4
17.2
20.9
30 69.2
14.9
21.5
40 61.8
12.5
20.1
50 57.9
11.1
19.2
100 51.7
8.7
16.8
Note: Parameter values:

min
215.6
195.4
175.5
155.7
136.3
65.0
43.2
39.1
33.0
33.0
32.0

= 40 and

= 1600;
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max Corr. (t,t-1)
215.6
.....
215.6
0.000
215.6
0.560
198.3
0.700
196.2
0.753
159.8
0.877
124.8
0.925
120.1
0.967
106.1
0.983
99.3
0.985
81.4
1.000

= 0:90:

